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Magento Mobile How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create and configure your own Magento Mobile application and publish it for the Android and iOS platforms


	Overview

	
		Style and theme your Magento Mobile Application interface
	
		Configure Product categories and add static content for mobile
	
		Prepare and publish your Magento mobile...
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OUYA Game Development by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2014

	An allinclusive, fun guide to making professional 3D games for the OUYA console


	About This Book

	
		Create enthralling and unique games for the OUYA console
	
		Learn basic scripting methods in a three-dimensional game engine
	
		Polish and package your games for publishing on the OUYA...
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Botnets: The Killer Web AppSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the first book to explain the newest internet threat - Botnets, zombie armies, bot herders, what is being done, and what you can do to protect your enterprise!    

       The book begins with real world cases of botnet attacks to underscore the need for action. Next the book will explain botnet fundamentals using real world...
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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Mac OS X Lion (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2011

	Visual learners will quickly see how to take full advantage of Mac OS X Lion


	The latest Mac desktop operating system adds iPad functionality, a desktop App Store, and many more cool features. This guide combines step-by-step instructions with full-color illustrations to show visual learners how to take advantage of...
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Programming iOS 6O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get a solid grounding in all the fundamentals of Cocoa Touch, and avoid problems during iPhone and iPad app development. With this revised and expanded edition, you’ll dig into Cocoa and learn how to work effectively with Objective-C and Xcode. This book covers iOS 6 in a rigorous, orderly fashion—ideal whether...
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Learning ObjectiveC by Developing iPhone GamesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage Xcode and ObjectiveC to develop iPhone games


	About This Book

	
		Get started with the Xcode development environment
	
		Dive deep into programming with Objective-C
	
		A practical and engaging tutorial to create vintage games such as Space Invaders and Galaga


...
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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Building OpenSocial Apps: A Field Guide to Working with the MySpace PlatformAddison Wesley, 2009
The authors did a great job covering the various ins and outs of OpenSocial, and especially the specific MySpace quirks. If you are a new social networking application developer or even someone who just wants to write better OpenSocial Apps, then this book has what you are looking for

...
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My New iPad: A User's GuideNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The iPad is cute. It's lovable. It's fun to play with. And it's a bit mysterious.

	
		My New iPad is your guide to getting more from your new iPad, Apple's latest magical creation. You'll learn how to do the things you want to do right now—like surf the Internet, send email, listen to music,...
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Protecting Your Mobile App IP: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		
			
				Learn four cost-effective ways to protect the applications you develop for mobile devices. The methods described in this Mini Missing Manual won't stop people from misappropriating your secrets, stealing your name, and copying your code. But if any of those things do...
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Mac OS X Lion: Visual Quickstart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011


	Mac OS X Lion—or also simply called OS X

	Lion—is the latest version of the computer

	operating system that put the phrase

	graphic user interface in everyone’s

	vocabulary. With Mac OS, you can point,

	click, and drag to work with files, applications,

	and utilities. Because the same

	intuitive interface...
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